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ABSTRACT 

Tests were conducted by Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL) to determine 
the magnitude of the energy savings 
brought about by installing radiant 
barriers in the attics of single-family 
houses. The radiant barrier used for 
this test was a product with two 
reflective aluminum surfaces on a kraf t 
paper base. The radiant barrier has the 
potential to reduce the radiant heat 
transfer component impinging on the 
fiberglass attic insulation. Working as 
a system in conjunction with an air 
space, the radiant barrier could 
theoretically block up to 95% of far- 
infrared radiation heat transfer. 

The experiment was conducted in three 
unoccupied research houses that are 
operated by ORNL. One house was used as 
the control house (no barrier was 
installed), while the other two were used 
to test the two diff,erent methods for 
installing the radiant barriers. In one 
house, the barrier was laid on top of the 
attic fiberglass batt insulation, and in 
the other house, the barrier was attached 
to the underside of the roof trusses. 
The attics of all three houses were 
insulated with kraft paper faced nominal 
R-19 fiberglass batt insulation. 

The results showed a savings in the 
cooling loads of 21% when the radiant 
barrier was laid on top of the attic 
fiberglass insulation and 13% with the 
radiant barrier attached to the underside 
of the roof trusses. The savings in 
electrical consumption was 17% and 91, 
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respectively. The electrical consumption 
data and the cooling load data indicated 
that the most effective way of installing 
the foil was to lay it on top of the 
fiberglass batt insulation. The radiant 
barriers reduced the measured peak 
ceiling heat fluxes by 39% for the case 
where the barrier was laid on top of the 
attic fiberglass insulation. The radiant 
barrier reduced the integrated heat flows 
from the attic to house by approximately 
30-35s over a 7-day time period. 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and 
the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) 
jointly sponsored the first full-scale 
attic experiment to measure the energy 
performance of radiant barriers instal-led 
in attics of single-family houses. The 
experiment was conducted by Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL) in three 
unoccupied houses located near Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee, during the summer of 1905. 
Since the purpose of the radiant barrier 
was to reduce the radiant heat transfer 
component impinging on the fiberglass 
insulation, it was expected that a 
reduction in the total heat transfer 
through the ceiling would occur. 

The radiant barriers tested in this 
experiment had a kraft paper center with 
a thin aluminum coating on each side. 
They were used to minimize the radiation 
heat transfer into the attic insulation. 
Since roof temperatures could exceed 
15O0F during periods of peak insulation 
in the summer months, radiation heat 
transfer between the underside of the 
attic roof and the fiberglass insulation 
could be significant. Prior research 
indicated that radiant barriers appeared 
to have the potential to reduce radiation 
heat transfer and to reduce cooling 
energy use. The objective of this 
project was to determine experimentally 
the magnitude of the cooling energy 
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savings attributed to the installation of 
the radiant barriers. 

DESCRIPTION OF RADIANT BARRIER EXPERIMENT 

The location chosen for this experiment 
was the Karns Houses Research Facility 
consisting of three unoccupied houses 
which are located in the Karns Community, 
between Oak Ridge and Knoxville, 
Tennessee. The three single-family test 
houses are classif ied as 1200-sq-f t ranch 
style. The conditioned space (roughly 40 
x 30 feet) included a kitchen/living 
room/dining room combined into one family 
areal a utility room; a master bedroom 
with attached bath: and two smaller 
bedrooms across the hall from a full 
second bathroom. The floor plans for all 
three houses were identical. The heat 
pumps were positioned on the west side of 
the houses, and insulated ductwork was 
located in the crawl space. 

Two variations on the installation of 
radiant barriers were studied. House 11 

was used as a control house; the other 
two were used to test the two different 
methods for installing radiant barriers. 
In house 12, the barrier was laid 
horizontally on top of the nominal R-19 
(6-l/4-inch) attic fiberglass batt 
insulation. In house 13, the barrier was 
attached to the underside of the roof 
trusses. The barrier was attached with 
staples in both cases. Both installation 
methods are illustrated in Pig. 1. One 
difference between the installations in 
the two houses was that the foil only 
extended over the living area and not the 
garage for house 12 (none of the garages 
had ceiling insulation). In house 13, 

Pig. 1. Location of radiant barriers. 

79 

the barrier extended the entire length of 
the attic, including the garage. Tbe 
installation of the barrier on top of the 
insulation was relatively easy, was 
inexpensive,' and also could allow 
possible do-it-yourself installation by 
homeowners. The installation on the 
underside of the roof trusses was 
slightly more complex. An approximate 
6-inch air gap was left on both extremes 
of the barrier (ism., between the top of 
the batt insulation and the barrier and 
between the peak of the roof and the 
barrier). This allowed the possibility 
for accumulated heat to be carried away 
by natural convection from the soffit 
vents to the gable vents. 

The experimental design specified the 
houses to be operated for three weeks 
before the radiant barriers were 
installed. This was a calibration period 
to allow for comparison of the energy use 
and cooling loads between the hounes. The 
calibration period served two purposes: 
( 1 )  to evaluate cooling loads of the 
houses so any differences could be noted 
and factored out, and (2) to evaluate the 
performance of the air conditioners so 
any differences could be noted and 
factored out. House 11 was used as a 
control house. The radiant barriers were 
installed after the calibration period in 
houses 12 and 13. 

DATA COLLECTION 

The houses were highly instrumented. 
Sensors were placed to allow data to be 
collected in over 50 locations in each 
house. Most of the data channels 
recorded air temperatures, attic 
temperatures, outside air temperatureti, 
crawl space temperatures, and various 
ground temperatures. Also recorded were 
wind speed, total solar radiation on a 
horizontal surface, and a number of 
relative humidity readings. There were 
several energy consumption measurements 
for the heat pump and a total house 
electric consumption measurement. 

Most temperature sensors were cooper- 
constantan (type T) thermocouples, while 
pulse-generating watt-hour meters were 
used to measure electrical consumption. 

'~ote: The matorial cost of the radiant 
barriers was 4e/sq ft using 1200 sq it 
per house. The installation labor aver- 
aged to $100.00 per house. 
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The sensors used to monitor the sensible 
cooling load are rather unique. The 
design was developed by the 
Instrumentation and Controls Division of 
ORNL, and several were used to monitor 
both the heating and sensible cooling 
loads for previous ORNL projects (1). 
The device is called a "Btu meter" and 
consists of three sensors and an 
electronic logic interface card. Two of 
the sensors are averaging platinum RTDs 
(resistance temperature detectors). One 
RTD is located on the inlet side of the 
evaporator (cooling) coil, and one is 
located on the outlet side of the 
evaporator. Each is coiled in a helix in 
the cross-sectional area of the duct so 
that the average air temperature entering 
and leaving the evaporator coil is 
measured. The outputs of the RTDs are 
inputs to the logic card. A small 
anemometer is also located in the 
ductwork in order to measure the air flow 
rate. This output is also an input to 
the logic card. The card electrically 
subtracts the RTD inputs and multiplies 
the result by the anemometer input and 
sends a digital (pulse) output to the 
data logger which is a measure of the 
sensible cooling energy (Btus). 

The latent load was measured by 
collecting the condensate from the 
evaporator coil and metering it through 
an accurately calibrated solenoid 
(positive displacement) pump in small 
t approximately 25 ml). batches. Each 
stroke of the solenoid pump ( 1  ml of 
condensate pumped) generated a pulse 
which was sent to the proper data logger 
input channel. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

The sums of the hourly values of the 
various data channels over an approximate 
3-week period were used to compare energy 
usage and cooling load differences 
between the three houses. Since house I1 
was the control house for both the 
before-barrier and the after-barrier 
tests, the ambient weather effects were 
factored out by making the results 
relative to the control house. 

Since both the measured cooling loads 
of the three houses and the heat pump 
cooling mode efficiency of each house 
were not identical, it was necessary to 
normalize the results of the experimental 
measurements. The results were 
normalized by first deriving relative 

values for both the house cooling loads 
and HVAC electrical consumption before 
the barrier was added, with house I1 
being the common denominator. The value 
obtained for each house was used as a 
calibration factor for that house, i-e., 
its load or electrical consumption 
relative to house I1 , the control house. 
The equations used for calibration 
factors were the following: 

For house (1: 

H1 
CFl  = - 

Hl 
No barrlar = . I 

For house r2: 

For house r3: 

where CF was the calibration factor for 
the respective house and the H's were 
either the house cooling loads or 
electrical consumption. The subscripts 
in the equations signified the house 
numbers. 

The measured cooling loads and HVAC 
electrical consumption after the foil was 
added to houses I2 and a3 were made 
relative to house a 1  again, and this 
result was divided by the calibration 
factor in order to obtain the normalized 
results. The equations used for 
normalization were the following: 

For house #2: 

For house #3: 

H3 
x -  NC3 = - 

CF3 H 1 
With barrlar r 

where NC was the normalized consumption 
(either the house cooling loads or 
electricity consumption). 

This normalizing procedure allowed 
comparison between slightly different 
entities. Since all three houses, were 
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undergoing the same ambient weather critical factors. The savings of a 
conditions at all times, weather effects 
were effectively factored out and the 
normalized results presented a true 
comparison between house 11 and house 12, 
house 11 and house #3, and accordingly 
between house 12 and house 13. 

ELECTRICAL AND COOLING LOAD EXPERIMENTAL 

retrofit, such as radiant barriers, could 
be measured accurately by first comparing 
the data with respect to the control 
house and then normalizing the energy use 
in each house with respect to energy use 
before and after the retrofit. The 
calibration factors calculated using 
pre-retrofit data were divided into the 

DATA calibration factors using post-retrofit 

The houses were operated in the 
comparison mode from July 0 to July 31, 
1985. This was a calibration period to 
allow for the comparison of energy use 

data. Both the cooling load and the HVAC 
electricity were normalized in this 
manner. 

The cooling loads data for the three- 
week pre-retrofit period for house 12 

among the three houses. Calibration were approximately 11% higher than the 
factors were calculated for both cooling control house (Fig. 2). The loads data 
loads and the HVAC electricity 
consumption. The electric energy 
consumption for the three houses was 522 AESLII.TS OF 1 ~ 8 s  KRRNS c0(111n( E X P E P I ~ ~ S  

kwh for house # 1  (the control house), 582 (,m', - - - --- . . -- - .-. - _- --- - - - - -. - - -- -- -- - m - - 'Hours # I  Z H a u s r  HZ _ -  HOIISC I? kwh for house 12, and 529 kwh for house 
Nu Barr iltr 

13 (Table 1).  The raw consumption data L SEER ICOII~IOI) 

indicated that house 12 consumed 0 f 
n c-* . . 

approximately 11% more HVAC cooling D 4m .. f :] 
electricity during the three-week period 

1 
than the control house. House 13 consumed 8 jffie 

I ' I I..., 
Inurndl izat  loll . 1: :: about 1-1/2% more than the control house. 8 

n 1 . 1  . i Z . 1  Possible reasons for the variation of LBHl . : I;.!; : i j  
electrical usages included differences in 6 : 6 .; 

. 1: :I 

I : . c <  performance of the duct work (higher 
U IMIR . I: :: 

. I: :I leakage rates), differences in the i , I: :! 
integrity of the envelopes, and . 1;- .. $,i 

@ .---.-.._... , d, LL: -...... . .-. .. 
differences in performance of HVAC NG BIRRICL PPPRIER IN I/ 0116 I? 
systems. Since the data were normalized, July 8 -31  a.9 1 3 - ~ r p  4 

differences in consumptions were not DESCHlYllON ['I TESTING 

Fig. 2. Cooling loads comparison with and 
without the radiant barriers. 

Table 1. Karns Houses Calibration Data - 
No Radiant Barrier Installed 

House Da tu  Sensible Latent Total Elcclrical Cmling Total 
number fmm-to Btu Btu Btu watt-h COP hours 

for house 13, for the same period, were 
5% lower than the control house data 
(Table 1 ) .  The reason that the electric 

Averagr hourly values consum~tion in house 13 was hiaher than - 
that of the control house was that the 
COP of the heat pump was lower in house 

1 7/13-7/16 6.888 1.281 8.169 1.055 2.269 85 13 than the control house. The COP was 
2 7/13-7116 7.458 1.312 8,770 1.152 2.231 85 consistently lower for each testing 
3 7/13-7/16 6.616 1,036 7,652 1.067 2.101 85 

I 7116-7/23 8.128 1,318 9.446 1.261 2,195 165 
period from July 0 to July 31. The 

2 71167123 8.832 1.424 10.255 1.373 2.189 165 shorter time periods also showed the same 
3 7 1 1 6 7 ~ 2 3  7.795 1,070 8.865 1.253 2.073 165 trends for both the electric consumption 

and the total loads as those presented 
for the total three-week time period. 

I 7/29-7131 6.117 1.193 7.310 945 2.268 54 The two houses were retrofitted with 
2 1/29-1/31 1.441 1.554 9.001 1,165 2.263 54 radiant barriers during the week of 
3 7129-7/31 6.020 944 6.964 978 2.086 54 

TOTALS are sums of hourly valuer x hourxjor each p n o d  
August 4, 1905. Measurements with the 

I TOTALS 3,386,104 582.231 3,968,915 522.749 2.225 478 
foil installed were taken from August 13 

2 TOTALS 3,133,294 655.254 4,188,548 582,218 2.209 478 through September 4, 1905. House 12 had 
3 TOTALS 3,278,821 468,915 3,747,142 529.202 2.075 478 the foil laid on top of the fiberglass 
Nale: Power outage c a u d  incnmplctc data from 7/ 1 0  13 insulation and house 13 had the foil 
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attached to the underside of the trusses. 
The raw data (Table 2 )  showed that the 
electrical consumption in house 1 2 ,  for 
the three-week period, was 8% lower than 
the control house. The consumption in 
house W3 was also 8% lower than the 
control house. The unnormalized cooling 
loads in houses 1 2  and 1 3  were 1 3 %  and 
1 7 %  lower than the control house, 
respectively. The raw data indicated 
that the radiant barriers in house 1 2  and 
1 3  saved energy during the three-week 
test period. 

Table 2. Karns Houses 1 9 8 5  Data for Radi- 
ant Barrier Testina 

UIRNS HOUSES RIDILNT BI\RRI CR IESTlNG 1985 
1.3 T---.-------.-p.-.----.-..---.- 

. - - -- 
: - &. . H o ~ ~ s c  # l  ' d ~ o u r c  I 2  -. House 113 

R ' No R n r r ~ c r  
C  l . L  . ( C o l ~ t r u l )  
I. : Hole: ( \ I 1  r e s u l t s  n r r  . 
n - < .  

r e l n t i v r  t o  House MI. 
_ J  . .. 
. . - -. . . 
' ., 

Rnu Dnrn Nornal i z r d  ? R w  D d t ~  Nornnl izud 
.-6 - 

- 7  Data -:? 
' 

--. D A ~ A  
. , 

I . 
: .  . . .  . 
' I 

I: : .  

No Enrr i c r  E n r r i a r  B n r r i c r  No B a r r i e r  Barblur R ~ r r i e r  
I I O U S C  ( G O L I N G  L O A D  H U A C  E L E C T R I C A I .  

DESCRIPI ION Oi EXPCRlnENl 

House Dales Sensible Latent Total Electrical Cw l i ng  Total 
number from-lo Blu BIU B lu  wall-h COP hours 

Average hourly valuer 

8/11-8/20 6.621 1.449 8.069 1,007 2.348 
8/13-8/20 6.002 1.034 7.036 946 2.179 
R/l I-8/20 5.879 821 6.700 940 2.089 

TOTALS are sums of hourly values x hours for each pr iod 

TOTALS 3.01 1,266 628,968 3,640,231 457,949 2.329 
TOTALS 2,701,250 458.055 3,159,303 422.727 2.190 
TOTALS 2,619,192 368.432 1,007,825 423.361 2.082 

-- 

Noe: H o w  NO. I is the control h o w - i t  has N O  barrier. H o w  No. 2 has the barrier 
installed atop attic insuhion. House No. 3 has the barrier inslallcd along the roof Irusrcs. 

The raw data were then normalized with 
respect to the performance of each house 
during the July calibration period. The 
normalized HVAC electric energy 
consumption data showed that house W2 
saved 1 7 %  (Table 3  and Fig. 3 ) .  The HVAC 
electrical savings of house 1 3  was 9 % .  
The reduction in the cooling loads for 

Table 3 .  Comparison of Load and Electri- 
cal Data With and Without Barriers 

Worr bRiu Wnh b-r 
HGIU No I H- No. 1 H- No. 1 H- No. 1 H- No 2 Hmw Na 1 

Pig. 3 .  Comparison of loads and electri- 
cal data with and without the radiant 
barriers. 

the two houses were 2 1 %  and 1 3 % ,  
respectively. The normalized data showed 
that the house with the foil laid on top 
of the ceiling insulation saved more 
energy than the house with the foil 
attached to the underside of the roof 
trusses. 

TEMPERATURE DATA 

Temperature data were collected at 
various points in all three houses. Roof 
shingle temperatures, attic air 
temperatures, temperatures on the top and 
on the bottom of the insulation, and 
house air temperatures are shown in Fig. 
4 for house 1 1  (control house - no 

Pig. 4. Various temperatures in Karns 
House I 1  (Control House). 
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barrier). The plot was for the time 
period August 20-27, 1985. August 24 was 
a very mild day with minimal insulation. 
August 22 was the hottest day, and during 
the peak hour, house # I  had shingle 
temperatures of about 155'P. The attic 
air temperatures and the temperatures on 
top of the insulation were almost 
identical at about 118°F. The peak 
temperature on the bottom side of the 
insulation was about 80'F. The peak 
shingle temperature for house I1 was 
about 165" P and occurred on September 1, 
1985. 

House r2 with the horizontal barrier 
had an additional temperature measurement 
on top of the barrier (Pig. 5). For the 

I ,: 1.1 I 1 r I 1: I ,  1' .:I C I: u ;: 12 
, - -  . w q  -1: : - ~ q  ,:I : m.2  1: : waq 1: ' -.:,j ,:J : ww L? -.atn .t >as.: - . . 

P.><,,. .:t 1.4.; 

Pig. 5. Various tempbratures in the house 
with radiant barrier installed on top of 
fiberglass insulation. 

peak period on August 22 there was a 
large temperature difference between the 
attic air temperature and the temperature 
on top of the insulation. House # 3  with 
the truss barrier had a temperature 
measurement for the air between the 
barrier and the roof (Pig. 6 ) .  This 
measurement was done in place of the 
temperature measurement on top of the 
barrier as in house #2. For house r3 
there was a large temperature difference 
between the barrier/roof air temperature 
and the attic air temperature. 

nore important was the comparison of 
temperature data among the three houses 
P i g .  7 .  Por the peak hour on August 
22, the shingle temperatures of house 13 
were 10°F higher than the shingle 
temperatures of the control house. The 

t rfl6 H I E E  1 3  8 FOIL (ti TF7ECEi 8 rF11:u.'; TEI f EFnTI.FE$ J.5 113-17 IPE? 
170 1 . . ---,-----7 

Fig. 6. Various temperatures in the house 
with radiant barrier attached to under- 
side of roof trusses. 

I rF115 H:I.5ES ~:flFrRnTl'Z W.6 ell1 eTTI8: nlV TEIfEF'nTI.FE5 4.C 2 - L ;  I':Z? 
1-0 [ . . . , . , . , . , . , . . 7 , . . . ,----.r- 

il: " t t l i  -1,- 

Fig. 7. Comparison of temperature data 
between three houses. 

shingle temperatures of house 12 
(horizontal barrier) was only slightly 
higher than the shingle temperatures of 
the control house. The reverse was shown 
on the attic air temperatures. House 13 
had the lowest attic air temperature. 
The attic temperatures of house # 1  and 
house # 2  were about the same. The peak 
shingle temperature for house 3 was 
about 175°F and occurred on September 1, 
1985. This was also 10°F higher than the 
shingle temperature of the control house. 

HEAT FLOW DATA 

Heat flow data were collected from heat 
flux sensors (size 2-1/4 in. x 2-1/9 in.) 
installed on the attic side of the 
ceiling underneath the fiberglass batt 
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insulation. The heat flow data were 
presented for the same time period, 
August 20-27, 1985, as the temperature 
data (Pig. 8). The peak flow occurred on 
August 22, 1985, the same day as the 
highest shingle temperatures. The peak 
heat flow in the control house was 
approximately 2.4 ~tu/h/f tz. The peak 
heat flows in the house 12 with the 
radiant barrier were both about 1.47 
~tu/h/ft', or 39% less than the heat flows 
in the control house. 

Fig. 8. Comparison of heat flux measure- 
ments between house # 1  and house 12. 

The heat flows were then integrated 
over the seven-day time period for each 
heat flow sensor (Table 4). During the 
day the heat flow was usually from the 
attic to the house (positive heat flow), 
and during the night the heat flow was 
from the house to the attic (negative 

Table 4. Integrated Heat Flow Heasure- 
ments (Aug. 20-27, 1985) 

Heat flow % change Heat flow % change 
attic to h o w  comparison housc to attic comparison 

(IItu/ft2) of house #I (Btu/ft2) of housc # I  

Housc No. 1 
Meter No. I 61.7 27.4 
Meter No. 2 68.7 28.3 

Average 65.2 27.8 

Houac No. 2 
Meter No. I 43.0 19.7 
Meter No. 2 41.6 21.5 

Average 42.3 -35.1% 20.6 -25.9% 

Housc No. 3 
Meter No. I 43.3 21.9 
Meter No. 2 47.7 19.4 

Average 45.5 - 30.2% 20.6 - 25.9% 

heat flow). A comparison between house 
# 1  and house R2 (Pig. 8) showed that the 
house with the radiant barrier had a 
lower heat flow during peak daily hours, 
but also had slightly less heat loss 
during the late evening/early morning 
hours. This negative impact of the 
radiant barrier during the late 
evening/early morning was not overly 
significant because of the small cooling 
load during these hours. The time- 
integrated heat flows in Table 4 present 
values for both the heat flow from the 
attic to the house and the heat flow from 
the house to the attic. House # 2  showed 
a lower integrated heat flow of about 35% 
than the control house. House (3 had a 
lower heat flow from the attic to the 
house of about 30% than the heat flows in 
the control house. In summary, the peak 
heat flows and the time-integrated flows 
were lower in the houses with the radiant 
barriers than in the control house. 

ELECTRICAL USAGE DATA 

The measured cumulative energy consumed 
by the HVAC systems of the three houses 
from August 13 to September 4, 1985 is 
shown in Pig. 9. Houses #2 and 13 had 
radiant barriers installed and showed a 
gradually increasing energy savings 
compared to house # l .  A composite 
24-hour HVAC energy usage profile derived 
by using averaged hourly data from the 
three-week test period (Aug. 14 - Sept. 
4, 1985) is shown in Fig. 10. The 
control house average peak usage of 1732 

, ' " ,  , " ,  ' " ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...,..,..,....................>........,...........7........... 
, , . . , . ,  

8 1 l I 1 1 ! / 1 1 1 / 1 1 1 1 ! , ! ! ,  
l 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

13 14 15 16 17 10 19 28 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 ZB 29 38 31 81 82 83 84 85 
I( ........................ -ST ...................... ) :<--- SIP1 - - - > ;  

Date (Daylllnnth) 

Pig. 9. Cumulative HVAC electrical con- 
sumption using average hourly data from 
Aug. 13 - Sept. 4, 1985. 
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ORNL-DWG 86-7885 electrical consumption by the house and 

by the HVAC system, and both sensible and 
latent heat removed by the HVAC system. 

The first phase of the test, July 8-31, 
1905, was a calibration period to allow 
for the comparison of energy use among 
the three houses without radiant 
barriers. After the completion of this 
three-week test, two houses were 
retrofitted with radiant barriers. 
Measurements were then taken for an 
additional three weeks, August 13 - 
September 9, 1905, with the barriers 
installed. 

The data with the barriers installed 
I . i I . , . ~ . .  1 A were then normalized with respect to the 

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 calibration period and compared to the 
TIME (Hour o f  doy) control house. The normalized cooling 

Pig. 10. Composite hourly HVAC energy 
usage (Aug. 14 - Sept. 4, 1985). 

watt-hours at 1000 hours was reduced by 
151 watt hours (0.7%) by the presence of 
a barrier in house n2, compared to an 
overall average reduction of 7.9%. The 
reduction over the 24-hour profile, 
however, appeared to be relatively 
uniform on a percentage basis, with no 
drastic reductions taking place. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Radiant barriers in attics were tested 
to determine the cooli.ng energy savings 
resulting from their installation. The 
experiment was conducted by ORNL in three 
unoccupied houses. The radiant barriers 
used for this test were products with two 
reflective aluminum surfaces. The 
purpose of the radiant barrier was to 
reduce the radiant heat transfer that 
impinges on the fiberglass insulation. 
House I1 was used as the control house 
and the other two houses were used to 
test two different methods for installing 
the radiant barrier. In house r2 the 
foil was laid horizontally on top of the 
nominal R-19 attic fiberglass insulation, 
and in house W3 the foil was attached to 
the underside of the roof trusses. The 
houses were highly instrumented with 
sophisticated data-gathering systems. 
The data collected included air 
temperatures within the houses, outside 
air temperatures, wind speed and 
direction, total horizontal insulation, 
attic air temperatures and humidities, 
crawl space air temperatures and 
humidities, outside earth temperatures, 

electric consumption data showed that the 
house with the horizontal barrier saved 
172, while the electrical savings for the 
house with the truss barrier was 9%. The 
reductions in the cooling loads for the 
two houses were 21% and 13%, 
respectively. The data showed that the 
horizontal barrier saves more energy than 
the house with the truss barrier. Also, 
the barrier decreased the cooling loads 
by a larger percentage than it decreased 
the electrical consumption because of 
changes in the heat pump COPS. 

The temperature data also showed the 
impact of the radiant barriers. The 
house with the truss barrier had lower 
peak attic air temperatures (10-15°P) 
than the control house or the house with 
the horizontal barrier. The house with 
the truss barrier had peak shingle 
temperatures that were 10'F higher than 
the control house. The house with the 
horizontal barrier had only slightly 
higher peak shingle temperatures than the 
control house. 

The heat flow data followed the trend 
of the results of both the energy 
consumption data and the temperature 
data. The peak heat flows in the houses 
with the barriers were both approximately 
39% less than the heat flows in the 
control house. The time-integrated heat 
flows for the house with the horizontal 
barrier were 35% lower than those in the 
control house. The house with the truss 
barrier had time-integrated heat flows 
30% lower than those in the control 
house. The heat flow measurements were 
consistent with the energy consumption 
data which also showed that the house 
with the horizontal barrier saved more 
energy than the house with the truss 
barrier. 
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Radiant barriers in attics have the 
potential to save HVAC cooling energy. 
The most promising method of installation 
appeared to be when the foil was laid 
horizontally on top of the fiberglass 
ceiling insulation. It was relatively 
easy to install, and it showed greater 
savings than a barrier installed along 
the roof trusses. 
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APPENDIX A 

Table Al. List of Data Channels 

MI TE-014 
M2 TE-082 
M I  TE48I 
034 RE-070 
m s  TE 
m6 T E a 6  
M 7  T E a 7  
CdM TE-088 
M9 TE-089 
010 T E M l  
011 TEM2 
012 HFTl 
01) HFMl  
014 HF72 
015 HFM2 
016 TE-016 
017 TE-028 
018 TE-029 
019 TE-OM 
OM TE-033 
021 T E 4 Y  
022 TE.015 
021 RTI 
014 TE-017 
0 2  TE418 
026 TE419 
027 XEM4 
028 XE-MI 
029 TEdOJ 
010 TEM7 

HWI MEOIO 
HWI ME041 
HWI ME-MI 

031 TE 
012 ME-242 
011 
014 
01s TE411 
016 TE-011 
011 TE-027 
018 TE421 
019 
MO 

HWI  
HWI JE-060 
HWI JE-061 
HWI JE-062 
HWI J E M I  
HWI  J E - W  
HWl  JEWA 
HWl  JE-066 
HWI JE067 
HWI JE-068 
HWI JE-069 
HU'I 

Ovlmdc u r  lrmp (rear) 
Grerl rmm wcl bulb 
G n a  roJm dry bulb 
Pyranumckr ( r m l  solar) 
HP 1-0 RTD &Ill MV 
No. 2 bsdmorn wl bulb 
No 2 bsdrmm dry bulb 
No I bcdrmm wcl bulb 
No I M r m m  dry bulb 
Crawl s p u  mr I m p  
Cmwl s p u  a n h  6 in. 
H u l  flux mtsr  N a  I IMP 
HIII flux NIW NO. I 
H u l  flux macr No. 1 lcmp 
Heal flux maw No. 2 
OvU~dc rsnh 16 in. 
Hmll clovl (carp1 lop), 
Top or flmr ~nrul.llon 
Bollom of flmr ~nruhlion 
Garqe midc r rd l  
G r u l  rrmn wall 
Kmhcn st, 
Rmf lundcr shlnglu) 
Alllc lop o l  lorvlalian 
A t l c  lop a l  loll 
 all^ rlr abam loll 
Wmd dirroion hovw N a  2 
W d  spood (hause No. 2 only) 
HP oulrtdc unit iolol m r  
HP uvtrtdc unit uhavl l  dnr 

Chanocls 
""I 
u d  

Ovlridc rrlalirc humiduy 
Crawl s p a  RI humidity 
Hallway rclmrr humid~ly 

Chaonclr 
nal 
uud 

Allif Icmp (RH probe) h m r  NO. 2 mly 
A l l c  rrlalwc humldily hr No. 2 
No1 u d  
Nal u d  
HP mdmr vnbl rtlvrn air 
HP mdmr vnnl supply mr 
Thermalat (hall air) 
From cnlnncc ovrs!dc nr 
No1 v d  
Nat wcd 
No1 u d  
Total hauv w-h 
Talal h u l  pump u-h 
Total r u u m u  w h  
H u t  pump dclrml/clulm@ run lime 
HIU pump hrsli.8 rum ti- 
H u l  pump dclroll/cmlin~ w-h 
HNI pump h l m s  Y-h 
Rutrlanu dslrm w h  
Ruulrcs normal w h  
SInrlblc hsa/uml delivertd 
Lalcnl h-I lcandenwc) 

&IM'F I°F 
&2M0F I'F 
O 2M'F I'F 
CrWa LIlu/fll J0  
&SO MV 002 MV 
C I W F  1-F 
62M'F I'F 
&2M°F I°F 
@ 2M'F I'F 
&2MeF I'F 
&2M°F I'F 
CUX)'F I'F 
+/-MBlu/hi /h 5% 
b m a F  1.F 
+/-a Blu/fll/h 5% 
0 2M'F I'F 
& 2 W F  IPF 
&2MaF I 0 F  
&2M'F I'F 
C W F  1.F 
b W F  I'F 
0 IM'F I'F 
&2M'F ) s t  
&2M'F I'F 
&2MQF I'F 
&2MmF l D F  
&I60 &( 5% 
C M  mph 5% 
0 2M'F I°F 
O 2M'F I'F 

&2MaF I'F 
& lMeF I°F 
&lOJ*F I°F 
ClOWF I'F 

APPENDIX B 

Fig., B1. Effect of Reflective Foil on Shingle 
and Attic Temperatures: Aug. 13-20, 1985. 

Fig. 83. Karns House 12 (Foil atop Insula- 
tion) Various Temperatures: Aug. 27-Sept. 3, 
1985. 
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